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Responsible Investing: Engagement Report Q1 2016
Introduction
Public equity markets got off to an energetic start to the year with a rapid sell-off in January that was reversed
equally rapidly in February. Our long-term holding period of more than five years means that we tend to look
through these short-term gyrations and focus instead on longer-term dynamics. Our long-term approach also
means that we can benefit from share price appreciation linked to the work that we do engaging with
companies to understand their culture and operations better and to encourage them to adopt a longer-term
perspective that is consistent with a strong approach to environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) issues.
‘There has over
the past few
years been a
sea-change in
the way that the
investment
community looks
at ESG issues.’

The big news at the end of the last quarter was the successful conclusion of the international climate
negotiations in Paris. Working with our colleagues at the Institutional Investor Group on Climate Change
(IIGCC), we have continued to engage with governments to encourage a rapid adoption of this agreement. We
have also been spending a significant amount of time working with companies and the wider investment
industry to establish clearer definitions of ‘positive impact’ investing. We describe these efforts in the section
below along with the on-going bilateral engagement that we do with portfolio companies.

‘Impact’ vs. ESG
There has over the past few years been a sea-change in the way that the investment community looks at ESG
issues. A growing number of investors are using ESG data to inform their investment decisions and, while
many still pay it only lip-service, even this is a significant improvement from the disdain that most investors
showed only a few years ago.
But in the industry’s new enthusiasm for ESG, many investors are conflating ESG with impact. This may sound
like pedantry gone mad, but the distinction is important. ESG is a term that increasingly focuses on policies,
processes and performance that address a company’s own operations ‘inside the factory gate’. ‘Impact’ also
covers these issues, but also crucially includes the social and/or environmental impact of the products and
services supplied by the company.

But in the
industry’s new
enthusiasm for
ESG, many
investors are
conflating ESG
with impact.

This distinction is important because there are several companies that have highly developed ESG
management that operate in industries where the product/service has a significant negative impact. Royal
Dutch Shell, for example, is rated by the agency Sustainalytics as an ESG outperformer even though their core
product is a major contributor to climate change. In Shell’s case the negative impact of the product far
outweighs the company’s strong ESG performance and should give it an overall negative rating, in our view.
We have in recent months published a series of
Impact is more than ESG
articles1 setting out our arguments on these
issues and have been actively engaging with
rating agencies and asset owners on the
importance of understanding these distinctions.
We have also spoken to a number of companies
in our portfolios about these issues and have
encouraged them to start reporting more clearly
on the positive impacts of the products and
services that they supply.
For example, in our Water Management theme,
Ecolab provides detailed reporting of the positive
impact of their products and services in reducing
demand for fresh water. Xylem, a company that provides. a variety of equipment for water treatment and
distribution, only covers ESG issues in their reporting. We have met with both companies to encourage a
greater focus on this aspect of their impact.

1

For example see http://www.whebgroup.com/news-views/wheb-insights/
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‘WHEB does not
have any direct
exposure to the
routine use of
antibiotics
in
livestock
production.’

‘The company is
also investing in
further
developing these
alternatives to
antibiotics as a
growing part of
its product
portfolio.’

The lack of disclosure is even more apparent among companies in our social themes. Novo Nordisk is the only
company that provides regular reporting on the positive impact of their products. We have engaged with
several companies in our Health and Safety themes including CSL, a manufacturer of healthcare products
including vaccines, and Intertek, a provider of product safety testing, to encourage them to provide more
tangible data on these issues.

Company Engagement
 Henry Schein: Antibiotics and livestock
The FP WHEB Sustainability Fund does not have any direct exposure to businesses involved in intensive
livestock production or in the routine use of antibiotics in livestock production. The routine prophylactic use
of antibiotics in livestock farming has become increasingly controversial as it has become clear that a variety
2
of bacteria are developing resistance as a direct consequence of this practice. The FP WHEB Sustainability
Fund does invest in Henry Schein Inc. because of its main operations as a distributor of dental and medical
equipment. The company does also have a smaller business involved in distributing veterinary equipment and
products including antibiotics. Some of these antibiotics are also distributed to farms – a business that in total
accounts for c.2% of company revenues.

We spoke with executives at the company including their Head of Global Animal Health and their Chief
Veterinary Officer in mid-March about their risks associated with their exposure to the prophylactic use of
antibiotics.
The company confirmed that the issue is significant
and has led to a sales reduction of 10% in Europe in the
last three years. In the Netherlands, where there is
specific legislation discouraging antibiotic use in
livestock production, they have seen reductions
approaching 50%. The company confirmed that they
believe that these trends will continue in the EU and
are likely to accelerate in other regions such as the US.
From a business perspective, the company is also a supplier of other products such as vaccines and analgesics
as well as diagnostics tools. These products are benefiting from higher demand as the use of antibiotics
declines. The company is also investing in further developing these alternatives to antibiotics as a growing
part of its product portfolio. As a consequence, we believe the company is both well-placed to benefit from,
and to accelerate the shift way from the prophylactic use of antibiotics in livestock production.

 Association of Member Nominated Trustees (AMNT) – Red Lines Voting
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WHEB announced that it is the only asset manager to actively trial the new AMNT red-lines voting policy. The
policy, which was developed collaboratively by the AMNT sets out a range of strict voting policy guidelines on
environmental, social and governance issues at UK companies. WHEB will be trialling the new policy by
applying it to UK companies in our portfolio. We will report back on our experience in our next report in July.
‘WHEB
announced that
it is the only
asset manager
to actively trial
the new AMNT
red-lines voting
policy.’

Public policy:
 Keeping up the pressure post Paris
We supported a letter sent by the IIGCC to the Presidents of the European Commission and European Council
as well as European Heads of State asking for them to work to maintain the strong European consensus
behind the implementation of the Paris Agreement. We are concerned that any delays in ratification of the
agreement (only achieved once 55 countries representing at least 55% of global emissions have signed the
agreement) could undermine the ambition of the agreement. The first signatures to the agreement will be
made at the end of April during a ceremony in New York.

 Investor Forum consultation on long-termism in investment
WHEB submitted feed-back on a draft version of a new report on long-termism in investment that is being put
together by the UK’s Investor Forum. We are strongly supportive of greater long-termism in financial markets
and so welcome the attention that the Forum is giving this issue. In addition, we also encouraged the Forum
to adopt rigorous methodologies on calculating portfolio turnover figures which we believe should be
regularly published.
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For example see http://www.nhs.uk/news/2015/12December/Pages/Antibiotic-use-infarm-animals-threatens-human-health.aspx
3 http://amnt.org/red-line-voting/
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Awards

 Sustainable Cities Award
We were thrilled to receive the prestigious ‘Sustainable Cities Award’ in the Sustainable Finance category at a
ceremony at London’s Mansion House in March. These national awards are given to organisations which have
demonstrated excellence in sustainable development.

Voting record: Q1 2016
The table below summarises the voting record for the FP WHEB Sustainability Fund from 1 January– 31 March
2016. Full details of how we voted on each of the individual votes are detailed in Appendix 1
(http://www.whebgroup.com/investment-strategies/listed-equity/fund-governance/engagement-andvoting-records/) including with rationales for votes against management and abstentions and where we
supported shareholder resolutions.
Meetings

# of meetings

%

# votable meetings

8

100%

# meetings at which votes were cast

8

100%

# meetings at which we voted against mgmt. or abstained

7

88%

# of resolutions

%

# votes cast with management

65

86%

# resolutions where votes cast were against mgmt. or abstained
(see list in appendix)

10

13%

# resolutions where votes were withheld

1

1%

Resolutions

Summary of other areas of work
The following section details the range of engagement work that we have done bilaterally with individual
companies in our portfolio and in the wider investment themes as well as our voting at annual general
meetings that were held during the quarter.
Company

Topic

Comment

Outcome

CSL

Impact reporting

Engaged to encourage
impact reporting

Company hopes to have a better
data-set for reporting in 2017

Henry Schein

Prophylactic use of
antibiotics in
agriculture

Conference call to
understand exposure to
risks around this issue

Company is well-placed to benefit
from, and support, shift to
alternative diagnosis and therapies

Intertek

Impact reporting

Engaged to encourage
impact reporting

Company hopes to have a better
data-set for reporting in 2017

Praxair

Impact reporting

Engaged to encourage
impact reporting

Company already produces several
case studies on positive impact

Shimano

Sustainability
reporting

Encouraging fuller
sustainability disclosure

Company produced CSR report in
early 2016. We are working with
other investors to discuss this

Stantec

Impact reporting

Engaged to encourage
impact reporting

Company does not currently do
this other than on specific projects

Xylem

Impact reporting

Engaged to encourage
impact reporting

Company hopes to have a better
data-set for reporting in 2017
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Company

Topic

Comment

Outcome

Cooper
Companies

Auditor
independence & ESG
disclosure

Auditor tenure of
30yrs and poor ESG
disclosure

No response as of end of March

Fresenius SE

Manufacturing
safety

Wrote asking for
more information on
their manufacturing
safety

Engaged as part of investor coalition.
Company recognises need for greater
disclosure but sees this as a multi-year
process

Rockwell
Automation

Auditor
Independence &
Change of
jurisdiction

Wrote about the 82
yr. auditor tenure and
our opposition to a
proposed change in
jurisdiction for
incorporation

No response as of end of March

Varian Medical
Systems

Poor board
attendance

Wrote to express our
concern at Board
director attendance

No response as of end of March

Disclaimer:
This document, its contents and any related communication (altogether, the “Document”) is provided by WHEB Asset Management LLP (“WHEB Asset Management”) and: (1) does not constitute
or form part of any offer or invitation to buy or sell any security including any shares in the FP WHEB Sustainability Fund (“Shares” and “Fund” respectively), or any offer to perform investment
management or other investment business; (2) should not be relied upon and should not form the basis of any investment decision in relation to Shares or otherwise; any such investment
decision should be made only on the basis of authorised material provided to you, legal documents and the advice of your professional advisers; (3) is not and should not be treated as advice of
any kind, investment research or a research recommendation; (4) is subject to the copyright of WHEB Asset Management and may not be reproduced without the prior written consent of WHEB
Asset Management; (5) any opinions expressed in this Document should not be relied upon as an indication of future performance of the Fund, Shares or any stock market, or of any guarantee of
any return from the Fund or Shares; (6) is in summary form and may refer to and may be materially affected by future events, and may contain statements, estimates and projections of
anticipated future performance which reflect various assumptions which may or may not be within the control of WHEB Asset Management or be correct; (7) although this Report complies with
the obligations set out in the FCA rules, and WHEB Asset Management considers it to be clear, fair and not misleading and has exercised all reasonable care in preparing this Document and it
includes information from sources that we consider to be reliable, however no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the
Document or as to whether any future event may occur, by WHEB Asset Management, its group companies and its or their directors, officers, employees, associates and agents (“WHEB
Persons”); (8) is subject to change at any time and no WHEB Person is under any obligation to inform any person of any such change; (9) is only made available to recipients who may lawfully
receive it in accordance with applicable laws, regulations and rules and binding guidance of regulatory bodies; (10) in the UK, is only directed at and available to persons who are Professional
Clients or Eligible Counterparties; and (11) does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities in the United States. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law,
regulation and rule of regulatory body, WHEB Persons shall have no liability for any loss in relation to the Document, however arising including without limitation direct, indirect, consequential or
loss of profit.
The prices of Shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. This can be as a result of market movements and also of variations
in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.
By opening, reading and not returning this Document you agree to and acknowledge the above.
“WHEB Asset Management” is a trading name of WHEB Asset Management LLP, whose registered office is at 23 Hanover Square, London W1S 1JB and which is registered in England and Wales
with number OC 341489. WHEB Asset Management LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with Firm Reference Number 496413. Fund Partners Limited (formerly IFDS
Managers Limited) is the Authorised Corporate Director of the Fund and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with Firm Reference Number 469278 and has its registered
office at Cedar House, 3 Cedar Park, Cobham Road, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 7SB.
The state of the origin of the Fund is England and Wales. This document may only be distributed in or from Switzerland to qualified investors within the meaning of Art. 10 Para. 3, 3bis and 3ter
CISA. The Representative in Switzerland is ACOLIN Fund Services AG, Affolternstrasse 56, CH-8050 Zurich, whilst the Paying Agent is Bank Vontobel Ltd, Gotthardstrasse 43, CH-8022 Zurich. The
basic documents of the fund as well as the annual and semi-annual report may be obtained free of charge at the registered office of the Swiss Representative.
FP WHEB Sustainability Fund is listed on ImpactBase, the online directory of impact investment funds and products.
The European SRI Transparency logo signifies that WHEB Asset Management commits to provide accurate, adequate and timely information to enable stakeholders, in particular consumers, to
understand the Sustainable Responsible Investment (SRI) policies and practices relating to the fund. Detailed information about the European SRI Transparency Code can be found on
www.eurosif.org, and information of the SRI policies and practices of the FP WHEB Sustainability Fund can be found at: http://www.whebgroup.com/. The Transparency Code is managed by
Eurosif, an independent organisation. The European SRI Transparency Logo reflects the fund manager’s commitment as detailed above and should not be taken as an endorsement of any
particular company, organisation or individual.”
Relating to data in this Document sourced from MSCI: Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or relating to compiling, computing or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied
warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of such data. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third
party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the data have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even
if notified of the possibility of such damages. No further distribution or dissemination of the MSCI data is permitted without MSCI’s express written consent.
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